
Summary: The performance of long-leg versus standard divertor configurations is studied with UEDGE for otherwise identical 
conditions, using scrape-off layer plasma transport parameters based on the ADX tokamak design. 
Ø  It is found that standard vertical plate divertor exhibits a very small, or even non-existent power window for detachment. 
Ø Under the same conditions, long leg divertors exhibit a large operational window, attaining a passively-stable detachment front. 
Ø  In particular, the X-point target divertor configuration attains stable detachment for a factor of ~10 variation in the input power.  
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Assessment of X-point target divertor configuration for  
power handling and detachment front control*  

At some threshold power (about 3MW into the lower half of 
domain) the outer leg transitions into detachment. 
•  The temperature in the outer leg is low, less than 10 eV, and the 

outer leg volume fills up with neutral gas.  
•  The peak of plasma radiation is near the secondary X-point. 

As we reduce the input power (see 1.6 MW case) the radiation 
zone shifts a little bit upstream; the temperature drops further 
• More neutral gas accumulates in the leg 

At even lower power (see 0.6 MW case) the detachment front 
shifts further toward the main X-point. 
• Below the detachment front all volume is filled with neutral gas. 
• Plasma density is very low below the detachment front. 

Eventually, as the input power is reduced, the detachment front 
would move all way to the main X-point, which we would define 
as onset of core plasma X-point MARFE in our model. 

Capability to model divertor configurations with a secondary X-point has been 
developed in UEDGE; this enables analysis of novel geometries. 

Long-legged divertor configurations are studied computationally, for boundary 
plasma parameters matching projections for the ADX tokamak.  
§  X-point Target Divertor (XPTD) 
§  Super-X Divertor (SXD) 
§  Long vertical leg divertor (LVLD) 
§  Also, for comparison a standard vertical plate divertor (SVPD) 

 

Passively-stable, fully detached divertor regimes are found for tightly-baffled 
long-legged divertors, for a broad range of parameters  
§  Detached state is attained at high power, up to ~10x higher than SVPD 
§  Detachment front stays far away from the main plasma 
§  Secondary X-point in divertor leg (XPTD) significantly extends detached 

divertor operation window – a factor of ~10 variation in power is obtained. 
§  Effects of outer wall gap and wall pumping are presently being investigated 
=> Promising results for stable, fully detached divertor operation at high power 
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X-divertor  
 
Very similar to the cusp divertor:  
!
 

  

“This extra downstream X-point 
can be created with an extra pair 
of poloidal coils… Each divertor 
leg (inside and outside) needs 
such a pair of coils. …The distant 
main plasma is hardly affected 
because the line flaring happens 
only near the extra coils.”  
 
M. Kotschenreuther, P. M. Valanju, S. Mahajan, 
J. Wiley. “On heat loading, novel divertors, and 
fusion reactors.” Phys. Plas. 14, 072502 (2007) 
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Figure 6. B and PSOLB/R for world tokamaks. (Arrows for EAST and KSTAR account for planned upgrades.) In order to simulate divertor
conditions of a reactor, both B and PSOLB/R must be matched. A compact, high-field tokamak is the most cost-effective way to achieve
this, as shown by Alcator C-Mod attaining parameters close to the range of ITER, ACT1 ACT2 and ARC. A similarly constructed ADX can
push to high PSOL values at small cost, because of its small size.

Figure 7. RF antennas can take advantage of the low-PMI,
‘quiescent’ SOL that forms on the HFS in double-null plasmas and
the dominant power exhaust through the low-field side (LFS) SOL
(represented by red arrows).

associated with the edge plasma pedestal [39]. As discussed
by Hutchinson and Vlases [3], by matching B, n and q∥ of
a reactor it is also possible, at least in principle, to perform

an approximate ‘divertor similarity experiment’ in which five
key scale parameters (Te, ν∗ = Ld/λei, #d/λ0, ρi/#d and
β, with Ld =divertor field line length, λei =electron–ion
collisional mean free path, #d =SOL thickness, λ0 =neutral
mean free path, ρi =ion Larmor radius, β = 2µ0nT/B2) are
identical to those of a reactor. The poloidal flux expansion
and divertor leg length could be adjusted to do this. In
any case, the overall message is clear: matching absolute
reactor divertor parameters (B, q∥, ndiv, Te,div) is necessary to
study reactor-relevant physics regimes. Based on the recent
multi-machine empirical scaling of parallel heat flux [14],
the parallel heat flux scales as q∥ ∼ PSOLB/R. This
means that B, n and PSOLB/R in an ADX should be made
similar to that in a reactor. From figure 6, it is clear that
a compact, high-field tokamak is the natural choice for an
ADX—it is the way to perform meaningful tests of advanced
divertor prototypes without constructing a full-scale reactor;
it removes the uncertainty and risk in trying to extrapolate
divertor performance from extremely complex and uncertain
computational models, developed and tested in regimes that
are far from those expected in a reactor.

5. Motivation: low-PMI RF actuators; efficient
current drive, heating needed (milestone #4)

5.1. Challenges

It is recognized that RF current drive and heating technologies
must evolve into primary actuators for fusion reactors,
replacing the roles that neutral beams now play in most devices.
As stated in a 2007 US DoE [12] report (addressing ‘gap G-7’
on page 190): ‘The auxiliary systems typically used in current
experiments, while extremely useful tools, are not generally
suitable for a reactor. RF schemes are the most likely systems
to be used and will require significant research to achieve the
levels of reliability and predictability that are required.’ For
ICRF antennas and LHCD launchers, it means placing these
actuators close to the plasma, where the challenge of efficient
power coupling competes with minimizing PMI. For long pulse
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X-divertor [3] X-point target
divertor [4]Cusp divertor [1] Snowflake divertor [2]

[1] H. Takase, J. Phys. Soc. Japan, 70, 609, 2001; [3] M. Kotschenreuther, et al., 2004 IAEA FEC, paper IC/P6-43;  
[2] D.D. Ryutov, Phys. Plasmas, 14, 064502, 2007;  [4] B. LaBombard, et al., Nucl. Fusion 55, 053020, 2015; 
[5] P. Valanju, et al., Phys. Plasmas 16, 056110 (2009);  [6] Lipschultz, et al., Nucl. Fusion 56 (2016) 056007. 

•  Like Super-X divertor (SXD) [5], XPTD exploits 1/R 
geometric reduction of divertor heat flux. This effect, by 
itself, may increase the power window for attaining full 
divertor detachment [6], while avoiding a core plasma X-
point MARFE – a state that is found experimentally to 
degrade core plasma performance. 

•  Long leg provides tight baffling for neutrals, enhancing 
plasma-neutral interactions.  

 

•  A secondary X-point in the divertor leg volume is used to 
intercept the peak parallel heat flux. 

•  The idea is to produce a stable ‘X-point MARFE’ in the 
divertor chamber, with volumetric radiation occurring far 
away from target plate surfaces. 

•  This concept was included as a possible configuration to 
test in the ADX ‘divertor test tokamak’. 

SF+ SF- 

X-point 
X-point 

3 mesh regimes 
 
0 < θ < 30o 
 
30o < θ < 60o 
 
60o < θ < 90o 

θ = angle between 
X-point bisector & 
horizontal axis 

Recent UEDGE upgrades include 
generalization of computational 
subdomains and mesh generation. 

Results are obtain using identical physics 
model, boundary conditions etc. 
 

•  Large operational window with detached 
divertor found for all three long-legged 
configurations 
•  For SVPD, detached plasma solution has not 
been found; it may exist but at rather low input 
power. 
 

•  Radially (SXD, XPTD) or vertically (LVLD) 
extended outer leg is good for obtaining 
passively-stable, fully detached operation 
   => indicates that physics other than 1/R 
geometric reduction of divertor heat flux (e.g., 
neutral interactions) plays a key role 
•  Long vertical leg (LVLD) achieves 
detachment at about same power as radially 
extended leg (SXD) 
•  Secondary X-point in outer leg (XPTD) 
significantly extends the detached operation 
window, factor of ~10 in power. 
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1. Background: Configurations with a secondary X-point in    
 divertor have been considered by many groups in recent years. 

X-point target divertor (XPTD) is a long-leg concept that is thought to provide 
important performance enhancements. 

Question: Compared to a ‘standard vertical plate’ divertor (SVPD) –  
What performance enhancements might be obtained by employing: 
(1) long-leg, (2) radially extended leg, (3) secondary X-point? 

Important Metrics:  
   (1) Maximum power accommodate by detached divertor state 
 

   (2) Power range over which divertor detachment is attained 
         while avoiding a core plasma X-point MARFE 

2. Approach: Perform computational study of four divertor plate   
    arrangements using same (or similar) magnetic configurations 
Employ UEDGE boundary plasma modeling 
code, with recent upgrades that can handle 
secondary X-points in the divertor 

SVPD – Standard Vertical Plate Divertor 
SXD – Super X Divertor 
LVLD – Long Vertical Leg Divertor 
XPTD – X-Point Target Divertor 

3. Results from SOL power scan: long-leg geometries open up   
 access to large power windows for stable divertor detachment 
 

4. UEDGE Output Details:  
           Response of XPTD to variation in SOL Power 
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Midplane plasma profiles for XPTD case are shown.  
Spatially constant         and radially growing D are used to 
produce midplane profiles matching ADX projections.  
 
These same transport coefficients are used for all cases 
considered. 

χe,i 

5. UEDGE Output Details: 
          Response of SXD and LVLD to variation in SOL Power 
 

P1/2 = 0.6 MW  P1/2 = 1.6 MW  

As input power P1/2 is varied, the location of the 
detachment front radiating layer moves up or 
down the leg as needed to match incoming power. 

Results are qualitatively similar to XPTD 

6. Summary and Conclusions 
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Modeled cases based on geometry & 
parameters from ADX design: 
 

§ MHD equilibrium (5.4 tesla, 1 MA) 
§ Fully recycling material surfaces 
§ 1% carbon impurity radiation 
§ SOL profiles projected to ADX for a 

low density case, nsep ~ 5x1019/m3 

§ Power into lower half-domain, P1/2, 
varied 0.2 – 4 MW 

§ λq ~ 0.8 mm   =>  q//,omp ~ 5 GW/m2 
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P1/2 = 3.0 MW  

SXD, P1/2 = 1.2 MW  

SXD, P1/2 = 0.8 MW  

LVLD, P1/2 = 1.2 MW  

LVLD, P1/2 = 0.8 MW  

Maximum Electron Temperature at Target Plates
as a Function of Scrape-off Layer Power 
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